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GLOBALGLOBALGLOBALGLOBAL HANDWASHINGHANDWASHINGHANDWASHINGHANDWASHING DAY.DAY.DAY.DAY.

October 15 is Global Handwashing Day, a global advocacy day dedicated to increasing awareness and understanding about the importance of handwashing with soap

as an effective and affordable way to prevent diseases and save lives.

This year’s theme “Clean Hands for All” follows the push to leave no one behind in the Sustainable

Development Agenda. Inequalities in handwashing facilities and effective handwashing promotion programs

can put individuals at higher risk for diseases that impact their health, education, and economic outcomes.

The theme reminds us that we must be inclusive when addressing handwashing disparities. No matter your role,

you can celebrate Global Handwashing Day!

THE EVENT :.



1.About GLOBAL HANDWASHING DAY-Themed CLEAN HANDS FOR ALL .The proper handwashing

technique was made live demo to the children.

2..The children were also seemed so enthusiastic about the program of handwashing.

3.The skit which was made by us ,made them so eager to learn more about handwashing.

4.We while educating about handwashing technique enlighted them with colorful charts showing when to wash

hands which made happy seeing those images!

5.We made them to do the step wise technique along with Us , they even repeated it in a sequence where we

implemented the rule of health education as of,TELL SHOW DO method of education .

6.To get them involved into the program we organised events making them to draw pictures of hand

implementing the importance of the day



7.From the event -to make them happy Even ,make them to remember the day & the hand washing technique

a CRAYON BOX were gifted to

them.



Things learnt from the camp

1.First thing we learnt is how to conduct camp,what are the risk associated,the way to conduct the camp.

2.Learnt to manage children who had little idea regarding dentistry and explain to them the importance of

regular dental visit.

3.We learnt how to communicate to the children and how to learn things from us effectively.

4.We understood how to interact with the children and educate them on the various oral hygiene maintenance

methods and practices.

5.We educate them about proper hand washing technique.



6..We learnt how to convey to the children that PREVENTION IS BETTER THAN CURE and ensured to get

that treated soon

7. And to habituate good oral hygiene practice in future to prevent further complications.

ORAL SCREENING DONE
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HAND WASHING TECHNIQUE & INSTRUCTIONS GIVEN WITH A SKIT DONE ON THE THEME:



THANKTHANKTHANKTHANK YOUYOUYOUYOU !!!!!!!!!!!!
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